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New York, February 24th 2020 
IAPT  
Research Grants Awards Committee 

 
Dear Committee Members, 
 

The purpose of this letter is to offer my complete support for Diego Nunes application 
for the IAPT Research Grant for his project on systematics and taxonomy of Comolia 
(Melastomataceae).   

Diego’s Master project is as a natural extention of research in the tribe Marcetieae 
carried out in part in my lab by Maria Jose Rocha, so I am intimately aware of the gaps and 
deficiencis in those studies. Diego has clearly identified areas that need further research in the 
systematics and taxonmy of Marcetieae and in particular around the genus Comolia.  His 
current project addresses a series of questions at different levels, ranging from generic limits 
and monographic work to trying to clarify some taxonomic issues around a particular species 
complex. His project really integrates different parts of well-founded specimen-based research 
that any taxonomist should master.  

While some of the species that Diego needs to include in his group are hard to collect 
due to logistical and permit reasons (these found in the Tepuy’s in Venezuela), he has 
developed a project that relies on already collected specimens held in herbaria, showing the 
maturity in his approach. 

I have known Diego for just over a year now, interacting both through email and in 
person (while I was doing field and herbarium work in Brazil), and I can attest that he is a 
bright young student, with a good taxonomic eye, and the kind of person that should be 
supported by the IAPT. 

If you have any further questions about this letter or other aspects of this research, 
please do not hesitate to contact me (fabian@nybg.org). 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
Fabian A. Michelangeli, Ph. D. 
Abess Curator of Tropical Botany 
Institute of Systematic Botany 
 
	


